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Addion® - A unique
antibacterial plating
ASSA already offers a large part of its fittings with the
nickel-safe plating, Prion®. As a further step in our strive
towards health-promoting platings and in cooperation with
Polygiene®, we are now launching a globally new product,
Addion®.
Addion is a completely unique, metallic antibacterial plating
that combines Prion’s nickel safety with an effective decomposition of infectious bacteria and micro-organisms as
well as a high degree of durability.
Consequently, Addion is excellently suited to environments
in which bacteria are easily spread such as in healthcare,
schools and childcare facilities.
Bacteria are spread via contact surfaces
In the past few decades, cases involving bacteria that cannot
be combated with antibiotics have become a growing problem in healthcare worldwide. Clothes and hands constitute
the largest disease carriers. Studies1 show that multiresistant
bacteria are often spread through surfaces that people
frequently touch. Examples of such surfaces are door
handles, light switches and IV mounts.

¹ Importance of the environment in meticillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
acquisition: the case for hospital cleaning, Dr Stephanie j Dancer MD. The Lancet
Infectious Diseases 2008; 8:101-113

ASSA’s unique Addion plating contributes to a more rapid
decomposition of bacteria and micro-organisms compared
with other platings.
Naturally, Addion does not solve the problem of resistant
bacteria on its own, but choosing fittings with the Addion
plating is a major step along the way.

ASSAs path to Addion
For many years, healthcare services in Europe have had
growing problems with what we in everyday speech call
hospital infections, which are spread, for example, through
MRSA-bacteria.
These bacteria have also developed greater resistance to
penicillin treatment, which means that affected patients
are very difficult to treat at the same time that the bacteria
spread more easily.

This method can naturally be applied for use on other
product groups. In the future, we may for instance see water
taps, IV mounts and stethoscopes with the Addion plating.

Polygienes technology inhibits the growth of microbes

In recent years, some European fittings suppliers have
developed powder varnish with antibacterial characteristics.
Demand for door fittings with this type of varnish has since
grown, primarily in the healthcare sector. The powder
varnish contains silver ions, and silver has long been well
known for its antibacterial characteristics.
One country in which this type of door fitting has created
considerable interest is the UK, one of the countries in
Europe experiencing the greatest difficulties with resistant
bacteria in healthcare.
The antibacterial powder varnishes are a contributing factor
in combating the spread of multi-resistant bacteria. However, powder varnish has a disadvantage: poor resistance to
frequent wear and external mechanical damage. Where the
varnish is worn down or scratched, the antibacterial
characteristic disappears at the same time.
Consequently, ASSA began to work on creating a more
durable plating with equivalent characteristics.
In cooperation with Polygiene and after extensive time of
trials, we have succeeded in binding silver ions in a metallic
plating, which provides unsurpassed durability against wear
and tear.
Addion’s brushed surface provides the possibility for the
largest possible amount of silver ions to be able to migrate
(pass through) to the fitting’s surface where they begin the
decomposition process of bacteria and micro-organisms.
See the illustration of how Polygiene’s technique works.
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1. The silver is homogenously distributed throughout the material
2. Silver migrates to the surface
3. Silver ions kills the bacteria on the surface by penetrating the cell membrane

Product information
• Addion is highly durable, comparable with chrome
• Addion is a nickel-safe plating
• The antibacterial effect is achieved by silver ions
migrating to the surface, where the process of bacteria
decomposition begins
• In terms of appearance, Addion looks like brushed stainless steel

FAQ Addion
• What is unique about Addion?
What is unique is that ASSA is the first company to offer fittings
with a metallic antibacterial plating. There were previously only
fittings with antibacterial powder varnish.
Experience indicates that powder varnish is sensitive to
mechanical damage and wear. If the varnished surface layer is
damaged, the antibiotic capacity of the area disappears.
A metallic plating is, however, very durable, in a class with e.g.
chrome.
• Are there cylinders and keys with Addion?
At present, we have deemed that this is not needed. Cylinders
are seldom touched and keys are personal and do not come into
contact with different people the same way as, for instance, a
handle does.
• How long does the antibacterial effect last?
As long as the plating remains. The metallic plating is very
durable.
• Is it unnecessary to wash the fittings now?
Addion does not mean that the fittings are “self-cleaning” nor
does it replace the hygienic measures at a hospital, for example.
The fittings should still be washed clean from surface dirt.
Although, milder cleansers may possibly be used since they do
not need to be disinfecting.
• Are there other products with Addion? Such as water
taps, light switches, etc.
As yet, the range of products with an antibacterial surface is
limited. The Polygiene technique is, however, on a few other
products in the market, such as light switches, paint, laminates
and countertops.
However, door fittings are a product group that many users in a
building come into contact with. At a hospital, the same door is
often used by patients, personnel and visitors.
• But does Addion help if people that carry, for instance,
MRSA-bacteria constantly touch the fittings and spread
new bacteria?
The decomposition process does not only take a few seconds.
If new bacteria are constantly introduced, an epidemic has
probably already broken out. In this case, Addion cannot of
course slow a full-blown outbreak. Addion’s merit lies in
contributing to a reduced risk of the spread of contagions at
an early stage and under daily conditions.
• When should I choose Prion or Addion, respectively?
Addion is primarily recommended in areas where there are
problems with the spread of contagions, such as healthcare,
nursing and education. Prion is appropriate for operations
where certain user groups often come into contact with door
fittings. According to studies, women are clearly overrepresented among those with nickel allergies.
• Environmental impact? Are silver ions freed that can
affect the environment?
Only very small amounts of silver are used in Addion. Silver
ions are given off only from the surface of the fitting if they find
something to bind to, such as bacteria.
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• Do all kinds of bacteria disappear? Aren’t some kinds of
bacteria beneficial?
Mankind cannot live without many types of bacteria.
Unfortunately, there are also those that are very dangerous
to us. By accelerating the bacteria’s natural decomposition
process, Addion actively combats only those bacteria that come
into contact with the fitting.
• Is Addion available in different colours?
Today, Addion is available as a brushed plating that looks like
our stainless steel handles. A brushed finish allows a larger
amount of silver ions to migrate to the surface, increasing the
effect.
• How are fittings with Addion recycled?
Recycling take place in the same way as “regular” fittings, i.e.
through metal recycling.
• Are there screws and nipples with Addion?
For technical reasons in production, screws and nipples cannot
currently be offered with Addion.
The risk that people come into frequent contact with the fitting’s
screws or nipples is, however, deemed to be very small.
• How has Addion been received by e.g. healthcare
services?
Varnished antibacterial fittings are in great demand in Europe.
• How does the hospital infection situation look in
Europe? What measures have been undertaken there?
In many European countries, there are major problems with
resistant bacteria. Intensive work is pursued to improve
procedures and prevent the spread of resistant bacteria. In the
UK in particular, there is considerable media interest and the
trend of events is constantly monitored.
• How is the decomposition of MRSA-bacteria actually
measured?
Our test was conducted by IMSL Microbiological Services Ltd in
the UK. In the test, a concentration containing 13,000 MRSAbacteria/ml was applied to several door handles with various
platings. On the door handle with Addion, a concentration
of 24,000 MRSA-bacteria/ml, almost double the amount, was
applied.
The door handles were then placed in a special climate chamber
and after an hour the first measurement could be taken. As
early as the first measurement, the door handles with Addion
showed that all 24,000 MRSA-bacteria had been broken down.
After two hours, varying concentrations of bacteria were still
measured on the door handles that were not plated with
Addion.
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satisfying end-user needs for security,
safety and convenience.
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